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A film production office in Barcelona 
 
The offices of Blow Up, a film producer for advertising, have been conditioned by 
the interior designer Lola Lago. Her work marked by the imperative to respect 
the existing facilities, has focused on the furniture and lighting. 
 
Blow Up offices are located in the heart of the Eixample district in Barcelona, an area of 
280 m2, requiring a great use of the conditions under which the space was already, so 
she did not made any modification of interior architecture and only was changed the 
color of the paint and adjoining hallway. 
 
At the reception, the furnishing for work is wenge and maple wood, designed by Lola 
Lago. Located in a way, reason why to place a conventional sofa was not possible, has 
opted for one formed by two large polygons, upholstered in quilted fabric and Lycra 
lilac. 
Behind is placed a frieze of synthetic mirrors with some circles of the same material as 
the sofa as a way of backup. Lola Lago has tried with this original design to give an “air 
of pop", being consistent with the name of the producer and the famous movie from the 
70's "Blow Up". 
 
The management office has a large table that meets all the functions, works and 
meetings, and a library, made in maple and wenge wood. 
 
The lighting should conform to the existing facility, so it was resolved with halogens in 
the management area, lights for almost industrial walls and low consumption light bulbs 
for the remaining zones. 
 
Another outstanding performance is the toilet of clients. The bathtub has become a 
large closet and light display. The tiles were made by painting the boards covering the 
entire color and with a mesh metal cladding. The sink is made of steel and vinyl floor. 
 
 
1 .- Reception office. The furniture has been produced and designed by Lola Lago. 
 
2 .- The original sofa in the reception area is an air of glamor, according to the activity 
of the company, dedicated to film production, 
 
3 .- Management office, from the boardroom, which is accessed it. 
 
4 .- Details of the desk management, designed by Lola Lago maple and wenge wood. It 
is at the same time, work desk and meetings table. 
 
5 .- Clients toilet in which the original bathtub has been replaced by a large lit closet. 
 
6 .- Detail of the wall of the clients toilet. 15x15 white tiles have been enhanced color 
painting their board and covering all facing a metal mesh. 
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